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BRIEFLY NOTED

Halikhot Tal Shin Khal ed. by

How the Hebrew Language Grew

MEIR CHORAV (Jerusalem: Reliw

by EDWAR HOROWITZ (N. Y.,

gious Department of the Jewish
National
,Fund and Keren Wolfw
son, 1959)

Jewish Education Committee
Press, 1960)

There seems to be no other purpose for the publication of this
book but that money was available
, for it. Otherwise, there can be no'
explanation for its general lack of
purpose or planning. It is a con-

The growth and development of

Hebrew, and language in general,
ate described in a delightfully interesting and 'fascinating manner.

Rabbi Horowitz traces the roots
of verbs and nouns, categorizing
them into specifc patterns, thereby

glomeration of dry statistics, cal- : enabling the modern student of
endar facts; halakhcarticles by the Hebrew to formulate words rela-

/

late Chie( R~bbi Herzog, of blessed

tig to almost any subject. Some of

me'mory ~ educational studies, and

his theories, however~. seem a bit

political essays. Some of the ari-

ample that ishah is' not a derivative'

supetfcial; job 'of editing would

2: 23 ). Likewise he believes that

have' res,cuec; tl:e,' more important
articles froni the oblivion to which
t~ey ,áre; (roò~ed by . the book's
make~up: . "

Louis Bernstei
"

far afeld. He' maintains, for ex";

cles are important and are written
by' . fist rate scholars. Others are
cóinplet~ly' out. of place." Even a

of ish, despite the biblical qliotation to the contrary , (Genesis

"joclCey" is a'derivative of "Jacob,"

"Yoha.nan." The book,', certainy.
can' be recommended to' al students
of Hebrew.'

Louis M: TuchmaIi
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SeIer Ha-Niyar by GERSION ApPEL

authors, Conservative rabbis, refer

(New York: Sura Institute,

to the laws of Shechitah as "pro-

t

An important source for Halakhah, and especially for the de-

under Kashrut laws by .casting

~~,. ,
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1960 )
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velopment of various minhagim,

tf

anonymous Tosafist has been re-
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this iong~neglected work by an

doubt on their divine origin. NeitherJhe human approach nor the
humane approach can take the
place of the absolute religious

surrected with painstakig and ex-

foundation upon which Judaism is

acting labor by Dr. Gersion AppeL.

built. In the specifc regulations
listed there are several deviations

The author has brought both an ex-

cellent talmudic background and a

from the accepted ruing of Torah

and has used two manuscripts in

authorities. Sturgeon and swordfish
are mentioned as kosher fish. N ik-

preparig the book. The present

kur, or de-veining of the meat, is

volume consists of the first part

not mentioned as a requirement.
The waiting period between meat

fie scientifc outlook to his task,

only. An excellent work, for which

i:

both the author and Sura Institute
should be commended.

ii.-

Meir Shmueli

"

bably dating back to the Biblical
times," thus puling the rug from

meals and dair meals is given as
optional, varying from . one hour
to six hours. The authors also give
permission, by authority of the

; ~.-;

Rabbincal Assembly, to eat nonmeat meals cooked in non-kosher

utensils in restaurants while on a
,trip.

The Jewish Dietary Laws: Their
t'.

Harry Bloxenheim

Meaning lor Our Time by SAMUEL H. DRESNER; A Guide to
Observance by SEYMOUR SIEGEL

(New York: Burning Bush
Press, 1960)

A well-written booklet covering
the rationale of the Jewish dietary

PATAI, and .ARAHAM LOPES

CAROZO (New York: Herzl

garding their observance in the

Press 1960)

tended to inspire those who do
not have a kosher home. Holi-

ness is regarded. as the major motivation, with reference to Albert
Schweitzer's "Reverence for Life."
This booklet, however, contains el-
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A welcome exception to the nor.
mal run of this series, this pamphlet
consists of three short articles on

the Sephardic branch of oar peopie,
their liturgy, halakhah, folkways,
and history. Some brief anecdotes

ements that destroy the very esw

of Rabbi Pool's varied and exotic

sence of its avowed purpose. The

travels serve to ilustrate the hIstor-

"
1.

DAVID DE SOLA POOL, RAPHAEL.

laws and a concise set of rues re-

Jewish home, it is no doubt in-

j,

The World 01 the Sephardim, by
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ical background of Sephardic Jew-

Zionism Under Soviet Rule (1917-

ry. Mr. Patai devotes himself specifcally to folklore and the Rev.

1928) by GUIDO G. GOLDMAN

Cardozo discusses Sephardic liturgical and popular music. Appended
to the last essay is a series of musi-

(New York: Herzl Press 1960)
How totalitarianism could transform the birthplace of modern Zionism into a country completely

cal ilustrations. The reading of a cut off from world Jewry and the
booklet such as this can serve to

Zionist movement is the subject of

remLd us of the richness of culture
that is ours as Jews.

this brief monograph. The various
steps taken to outlaw the spectrum

Aryeh Nirbock

of Zionist parties in the Soviet

Union in the decade following the
,;;

Report on Israel, by GERTRUDE

Revolution, are al set forth in
some detail. While the bopklet

SAMUELS (Herzl Press: New

gives some attention to the' sup-

York, 1960)

pression of Jewish cultural life, it

This handy booklet reprints does not pay the same attention to

;("

some examples of journalistic re-

an equaly important facet of that

porting about modern-day Israel
which originally appeared in The
New York Times. A short article
on Elath appears for the fist time.

program-Communst suppression

All of the articles are primarily
concerned with immigration, immi-

with the general Soviet Jewish pro-

grants, and new settlements.

religious effort. On the destruction

Areh Nirbock
iJ.
"
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Herzl Speaks, Herbert Parzen, ed.
(Herzl Press: New York, 1960);

Theodor Herzl (The Birth of

EMANUEL NEUMAN (Herzl
Press: New York, 1960)
It is natural that the Herzl Press
would devote at least a portion of

/,,'. .

gram than with any general anti-

of Zionist organization and as a

brief object lesson in totalitarian
methodology, the work is more

Jewish Statesmanship) by
,~'..
.:...,i

of religious institutions and activities, which in the case of the Sovi..
ets Jews, is more closely connected

its ouput to materials concerning

the founder of the modern Zionist
organization, Theodor HerzL. These
two pamphlets provide a handy

source for material about and by
HerzL. Their brevity and the lack

than adequate.

Areh Nirbock

Nachum Sokolow: Servant of His
People by SIMCHA KLING (New
York: Herzl Press, 1960)
Both the Zionist and the student

of Zionism wil welcome this biow
graphy of one of the early leaders

of the movement and one of the

staunchest supporters of Herzl's
political Zionism. Sokolow felt that

this was not an end in itself. A
strong revival of Jewish culture

of any index in the case of the col- ,would help fulfill the true and
lection of quotations, however, final goal of the Zionist. The book
somewhat limit their usefulness.
depicts Sokolow in his many facets
Aryeh Nirbock

as Zionist, writer, leader, essayist.
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biographer and critic and editor.

The Nature of Judaism by SAMUEL

Rabbi Kling is to be commended

UMEN (N. Y.: Phiosophical Li-

for bringing the events in the life

brary, 1961)

of ths important personality to
light for the fist time.

Louis M. Tuchman
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Herzls Life in Pictures (New
York: Herzl Presst 1960)
This series of photographs, pubw

lished for the Herzl Centennial,

actually represents a pictorial history of the life of the founder of

uninormed layman with such topics as God, Bible, synagogue, wor-

ship, ghetto, etc. In the spirt of
Reform Judaism, the author strves
to convince the reader that "Judaism owes its life. . . to Reform."

Platitudes of yesteryear are re-

scenes of Herzl's birthplace, his

peated and one could never guess,
for example, by reading ths book
that sociologists are takig a new
look today at life in the ghetto. No

youth, his maturity, and the be-

longer may one be dogmatic about

ginnings of the movement. The last

the "evils" of the ghetto,. and ac-

ten photographs are of scenes, in

cuse (as the author does) the

political Zionism and the growth
of the Zionist movement. There are
forty photographs in all, showing

lsJ;ael. Despite some very finè pic-.
A

Ths simply and lucidly written
book is designed to acquait the

tÚles in this collection, the publication is overwpriced.

, Louis M. Tuchman
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dwellers therein of "narrowness/'

and "congealed ways, habits, and
outlooks. "

Abraham N. AvRutick

